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Hi, fashion lovers! I think that every woman on 
this planet thinks at least once a day about 
her look. What colour is popular this season, 

which shoes to pick, what dress to wear etc. So I try 
to fi nd out what world’s greatest designer suggests 
for the upcoming season.
One of the strongest clothing colorations this 
season belongs to purple family. But, also new 
fashion looks for 2008 include lemon yellow and 
gold. They are colour trends that bring a glow of 
bright light to everything especially to bags and foot 
wear. One-word fashion tones for spring-summer 
are clear and bright. For those who are fond of 
bright colours, they can choose  black and white, t is 
a good combination. 
Now, print bags are not just for the beach or baby 
wipes anymore. If you decide to wear print bag with 
print outfi t, make sure that colours match well. Even 
three of the largest names in fashion (Dior, Channel, 
D&G) have a diff erent view. 
Dior suggest:  graphic and animal print, combination 
of white and black colours, pastel neutral and beige 
colors, tight skirt of mid-size. 
D&G: hippie and ethnic motives, patchwork 
decorated with silk fl owers, the clothes looks 
unexpectedly bright and cool. 
Channel: fi fties, stripes and stars, blue jeans, clothes 
with pearls, chains and other accessories.
Must-have clothes for this spring-summer are: jeans, 
wide belt (they are very popular this season), higher 
shoes, bags (small or extra large), shorts (small, sexy, 
with proper jacket), baby-doll dress, sunglasses, 
some jewelry and traditional black dress is no-fail 
option. 
You don’t have to be fashion slave, choose your own 
style, which best fi ts you. Have fun with colours. And 
most importantly - feel nice, confi dent and sexy in 
your clothes.
 Jovana Tomić

FASHION
TRENDS FOR 2008!
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Born in Berlin in a wealthy Jewish 
family. When he was around 
8 years old his brother began 

showing him the ‘gutter’ of Berlin, a red 
light district which was inhabited by 
prostitutes, who wore thigh boots and 
carried a whip. Helmut remembers, 
“my eyes were poppin’ out of my 
head.” But the Newtons lived at the 
other end of the social scale. At 12 he 
saved his money to purchase his fi rst 
camera. The fi rst roll of fi lm he shot 
was at an underground subway. The 
whole role came back black except for 
the one image he shot above ground. 
A few years later he decided to travel 
abroad and become a famous photo 
reporter. “In 1936 I arranged to have 
myself thrown out of school as a 
hopeless pupil,” says Helmut. With 
the help of his mother, Helmut began 
working as an apprentice for Else 
Simon, a female fashion-and-portrait 
photographer who operated a studio 
under the name of Yva. 
His fi rst job as an assistant lasted for 
two years and was abruptly ended 
in 1938 when the Nazis stepped up 
their attack on the Jews. Helmut fl ed 
Germany to Singapore and worked as 
a photojournalist for the ‘Singapore 
Strait Times’. 
In the early 1940’s Helmut moved to 
Australia, where he enlisted in the 
Australian Army and served for fi ve 
years. 
He then moved to Melbourne, opened 
a studio and was determined to make 
a living as a photographer. Meanwhile, 
his family had fl ed to South America. 
Helmut would meet an Australian 
actress named June Browne, whom 
he’d marry. He would take any job that 
he could get doing wedding photos, 
baby books, and mail-order catalog 
assignments. In 1952 he began 
working for Australian Vogue, which 
led to a short-term move to London 
in 1957. “My years in Australia were 
wonderful. I met June, we married, 
but photographically, much as I loved 
this country and it’s people, it did not 
form me as a photographer nor did 
my work there amount to anything.” 
In the late 1950’s he found work at 
‘Jardin des Modes’ and in 1961 began 
a long-running and fruitful association 
with French Vogue which would last 
until 1983. During this period he 

would also work for Elle, Marie Claire, 
Queen, Nova, Playboy, Stern,US and 
Italian Vogue. 
In 1971 while in New York for a Vogue 
assignment, Helmut suff ered a major 
heart-attack which would change his 
life and transform his photography. 
With the encouragement from his wife 
June, Helmut pursued sexual themes 
in his photos, deriving elements from 
his own history. This edge brought 
him to the forefront of fashion 
photography and possibly made 
him the most infl uential fi gure in his 
fi eld during the 1970’s. Women were 
pictured bolder and more aggressive, 
photographed in a realistic reportage 
style. While the bulk of his models 
were depicted as members of the 
social elite, they would be ‘caught’ in 
seedy environments exploring kinky 
fantasies with prostitutes. And then 
alternating this showing members 
from the margins of society engaged 
in fetish driven meetings with the 
social elite, surrounded by sumptuous 
hotels and ancient midnight streets, 
all of them saturated with decadence, 
luxury, and privilege. While American 
Vogue would only published distilled 
version of this period, his most risqué 
photos were accepted by European 
magazines. 
Helmut published his fi rst book ‘White 
Women’ in 1976, which featured the 
most radical selections from this 
period. Despite negative American 
reviews it sold some 1500 copies in a 
week there. ‘The Eyes of Laura Mars’ 
was a Hollywood fi lm inspired by 
the photos by Helmut Newton. The 
director wanted scenes of blood and 
corpses which were of no interest 
to Helmut. He defended his fashion 
photos as erotic rather than violent. 
Since 1976, he’s received a number 
of awards, including the Tokyo Art 
Directors’ Club Prize; American 
Institute of Graphic Arts awards; 
and Germany’s Kodak Award for 
photographic books. In 1989 he was 
named ‘Chevalier des Arts et des 
Lettres’ by the French Minister of 
Culture, and in 1992 he was awarded 
the ‘Grosses Bundesverdienstkreuz’ 
by the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the ‘Chevalier des Arts, Lettres 
et Science’ by Monaco. Life magazine 
gave him the ‘Life Legend Award for 

Lifetime Achievement in Magazine 
Photography’ in 1999. 
Since 1981 Helmut and his wife June 
has resided in Monte Carlo. At the 
age of 79, he continues working for 
advertising clients and publications, 
including Vogue and Vanity Fair. 
Countless essays have attempted 
to deconstruct the elaborate and 
heavily coded world depicted in his 
photographs. His photos are tough, 
polished, aggressive, cold, and 
disconcerting. He achieves a delicate 
and diffi  cult balance between 
fl attery and caricature. There’s a lot 
going on in his narrative photos. 
“What I fi nd interesting is working 
in a society with certain taboos - 
and fashion photography is about 
that kind of society”, says Newton. 
“To have taboos, then to get around 
them - that’s interesting.” The ironic 
thing is that he’s made taboos more 
acceptable, at least to some segments 
of the population. 
Helmut exposes a side of fashion 
industry that is diffi  cult to detect or 
absent in other fashion photography. 
Take for example one of his better 
known works ‘Here They Come!’, 
which copies are sold for more than 
$55,000. It is a two part image, one 
image depicts the models clothed 
and the other they are in the exact 
same position, but nude. In a strange 
way the nude depiction lacks much 
of the sexuality you’d expect, due to 
aggressive posturing. Their nudity 
has become dress, they are in essence 
fashion warriors. They send the 
message, as with fashion, ‘Look and 
die with desire.’ While this may not 
be the desire of the beholder, it is 
defi nitely that of the fashion wearer. 
Katarina Plećić
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“Ladies and Gentlemen! I have nothing in my hands, 
nothing up my sleeve. I do have something in my pants 
but that’s not going to help with this particular trick...”

I have something to admit: the main reason I fi rst 
watched this show was to see Hugh Laurie in a 
drama series. What? What was that? 

YOU DON’T KNOW WHO HUGH LAURIE IS?! 
I knew it would come to this. All right, all right, keep 
your pants up. Let me give you a hint:
Hugh Laurie was born in Oxford, England, and 
educated at Eton and Cambridge University, where he 
took a degree in Anthropology. Along with Stephen 
Fry and Emma Thompson, Laurie produced “The Cellar 
Tapes,” which won the Perrier Award at the Edinburgh 
Festival of 1981 and propelled the three into a 
number of groundbreaking British television shows 
(any clearer, no?), including four seasons of “A Bit of 
Fry and Laurie”, three seasons of “Saturday Live”(how 
about now?) and three seasons of “Blackadder”. (Yes, 
what was that? Finally! And NOW you know. – This 
was supposed to be sarcasm.)
On the big screen, Laurie is in the 20th Century Fox 
release “Flight of the Phoenix” opposite Dennis 
Quaid. Other fi lm credits include “Peter’s Friends,” 
directed and co-starring Kenneth Branagh; “Sense 
and Sensibility” with Emma Thompson and Kate 
Winslet; “Cousin Bette” with Jessica Lange; “The Man 
in the Iron Mask”; “101 Dalmatians” and the “Stuart 
Little” movies with Geena Davis, and many more. 
But for the fi rst time we’re in a position to truly validate 
astonishing acting performance of someone basically 
known as a comedian. (no disrespect) 
Laurie’s performance as “Dr. Gregory House” has 
garnered him two Golden Globe Awards for Best 
Performance by an Actor in a Television Series, two 
Emmy nominations for Outstanding Lead Actor in 
a Drama Series and a Screen Actors Guild Award 
for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a 
Drama Series. The Television Critics Association with 
TCA Awards has twice honored him for Individual 
Achievement in Drama.
”Lies are like children: they’re hard work, but it’s worth 
it because the future depends on them.”
House, also known as House, M.D., is an American 
medical drama television series created by David 
Shore and executive produced by Shore and fi lm 
director Bryan Singer. 

The Emmy and Peabody Award-winning medical 
drama debuted on the FOX network on November 16, 
2004. The series is currently the most watched scripted 
program on FOX and the second most watched FOX 
program overall, behind American Idol.
The creator, David Shore, originally intended for the 
show to be a CSI-type show where the “germs were 
the suspects,” but has since shifted much of the focus 
to the characters rather than concentrating solely on 
the environment.

“You think your dad wants to kill you because you’re 
so ugly? Be grateful, anywhere else in the animal 
kingdom, your parents would have eaten you at 
birth.”

HOUSE, an innovative take on the medical drama, 

solves mysteries where the villain is a medical 

malady and the hero is an irreverent, controversial 

doctor who trusts no one, least of all his patients. 

Let me introduce you this doctor: 

DR. GREGORY HOUSE (Hugh Laurie) is devoid of 
bedside manner and wouldn’t even talk to his patients 
if he could get away with it. Dealing with his own 
constant physical pain, he uses a cane that seems 
to punctuate his acerbic, brutally honest demeanor. 
While his behavior can border on antisocial, House 
is a brilliant diagnostician whose unconventional 
thinking and fl awless instincts aff ord him a great deal 
of respect. An infectious disease specialist, he thrives 
on the challenge of solving medical puzzles in order 
to save lives.
In addition to this just pay attention to the bold – 
italic sentences in this article. I admit, you may say, 
at the least, a bit unorthodox putting this kind of text 
in a public performance article but since I can not 
show you any of the episodes, this is the only way 
to express the true soul, the fl avor which gives the 
perfect mixture of comedy and drama.

“Who here doesn’t have any health insurance? None? 
None at all? Michael Moore was right. MRI’s, PET 
scans, neuro-psych tests and private rooms for these 
patients. Fight the power!”

 Jovica Damnjanović
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INTERVIEW

IF YOU ARE TALENTED, WHY 

ARE YOU IN VALJEVO?

ARTS



Did you know one of the “export products” of Valjevo is 
art? When I say art, I think of our fellow citizens who 
graduated from University of Art. It is a remarkable 

unconcern of cultural institutions for contribution and 
support of artists, who acquire identity in other places. 
However, there is one person whom they swallow returning, 
teacher Milomir Romanovic, who is running one of the most 
successful schools. This school has no marks, no missed 
classes nor parental meetings, only enormous enthusiasm 
and perennial fountain of creativity in the very centre of 
Valjevo, in the basement of building of Grammar School 
Valjevo.
 When did you start the school and what was the leading 

concept?

The Studio LUVR (Louvre) started with work in school year 
95/96 in the basement of building of Grammar School Valjevo 
and was supposed to be a forerunner of class for artistic crafts. 
The project report was made and we made deal with school 
in Sabac about hiring professors who were missed. 120 pupils 
entered for open competition, but school was able to sign 
only 20 students on three courses. Meanwhile, somebody 
stopped the project.  Instead of the school, we opened Studio 
LUVR, as a preparatory for art and architectural faculty. Due 
to the students, the Studio was restored in 2007. Now, it has 
three parts: a studio, a part with projector for lecturing and 
part for exhibition. The school continued working in 2007 in 
Youth House for everyone from 7 to 77.
How many pupils have enrolled or graduated from arts 

faculties?

Studio has made a huge success. Over 100 pupils have 
graduated from architectural faculty and over 50 pupils 
graduated some of art faculties. But also I have to say that 
amateur painters reached higher level of skills and knowledge 
of art techniques and theory of art.
Do you have a favourite student?

I am in contact with all my students. I watch their work. They 
have severe and mature potential. I could not say only one 
name. They are all my children.
Has someone out mastered the teacher?

Yes, it is a teacher’s mission. It is a question of personal 
creativity, it is an obligation. I made decision to be a teacher 
and to develop others, instead of myself. They work towards 
world standards. They have more information and they are 
closer to the world scene.
How many of them live in Valjevo?

Few. There is no reason to stay here. There is no interest of 
community for their work. Most of them live in Belgrade and 
some of them in European countries, USA, Canada etc.
It is good for Valjevo. Every their exhibition is promotion of 

Valjevo and surrounding.

Exactly. We can develop our system only throw culture. How 
to communicate with the world if we are uncultivated.
I suppose you have support of city institutions?

 Valjevo has animosity towards art. There is not interest of 
community. We started a magazine, organised colonies. 
We did this with our money. Other countries fi nance art 
and artists. Valjevo has no city gallery, it is not buying the 
paintings, or any artist has got studio.
Does Valjevo have an art market and how high are the 

prices of the paintings?

Valjevo has no art market. I do not know the price of my 
paintings. They might cost 5 dinars or 5 000 €. There is no 

good will for market existence.
The problem is the public?

No. Valjevo has the public. Over 30 artists took part in 
exhibition of Young art scene of Valjevo. The “Gallery 34” 
was not able to accept all visitors at the opening night.  The 
problem is communication with the establishment.  There 
is no communication, only ignorance. We should make 
consultation with professionals. Local government is aware 
of existing artists with identity, but they do not allow their 
promotion. We are running from ourselves. In America, the 
government fi rst imported European artists to develop their 
conservative scene, and after the World War II they became 
Art Empire, thanks to American abstract expressionism and 
especially to pop art. Even Tito knew that. He was aware of 
the signifi cance of the art for the society. The main problem 
of Valjevo is rube-petty-bourgeois wildness and bureaucracy 
that is ashamed of themselves and that is afraid of the 
artists.
Have any of businessmen invested into the art?

I know only for the printing offi  ce “Bosis”. The owner of this 
company exchanged printing brochures and books for 
paintings. Now he has imposing collection of paintings of 
artists from Valjevo, about 50. After he had invested into 
fi rst-class rails he got considerable capital in paintings. There 
are few collectors, as Mr Selenić, Mr Milosavljević etc. The 
problem is lack of professionals who would say the prices 
of the paintings. Maybe somebody would invest into the 
pictures but does not know their prices. He does not know 
what their value could be in couple of years; there is nobody 
to advice them. The problems are the art historians and the 
art critics.
Do you have an idea or vision of Valjevo as a “Town of Art 

“?

Couple years ago I introduced my idea of Academy of Visual Art 
and Communication to the City hall; and nothing happened. 
My idea was to turn the Army House into the Academy with 
City gallery, Theatre, cinema etc. The Nenadović Tower would 
become a system of prefabricated studios and Tešnjar would 
become Art Street which would give the old Tešnjar a new 
spirit. Avanguard would stay in Culture House and House of 
Youth and Museum would keep the traditional art. The art 
colonies would be organised in monastery Pustinja from 
where “foray” would continue to the others monasteries, and 
the Culture Center would be organised in Lelić monastrey. 
This would create culture organism of Valjevo.
It seems that professor Kristić observed the essence of 
Valjevo. The safest place in Valjevo is a cellar. The Art in Valjevo 
has its own cellar, it has where developed its own sprout 
and is trying to fi nd a path to the light. Is the art in Valjevo 
testing Hegelian dialect? How many obstacles does it have 
to surmount in order to achieve Modus Vivendi? Not much 
according to words of teacher Romanović. World known 
Universities recognised the quality of our young artists and 
gave them full post graduation scholarships. Valjevo still has 
time to change its manner and to off er an opportunity to 
itself and to the artists to show their beauty, culture and the 
art.                                  

        Svjetlana Torbica
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Human Drama is a gothic rock/ dark wave band 
from New Orleans. The leader is a singer and 
songwriter Johnny Indovina. They have been 

active since 1985. At fi rst there were just bass, drums 
and vocals in their music, but in 1992 at the “The 
world inside” they added soft acoustic guitars, fl ute 
and touches of violin, cello and piano. It is all packed 
so well that you can just close your eyes and enjoy. 
Songs are mostly about love although there are few 
about broken hearts and lost souls, so it’s a little sad… 
My favourites are “Color me red” , “ Look at me now” , 
“Madame Hate’s mad search for love” and “ I could be 
a killer”. Not just those, almost everyone are nice and 
melodic. It’s not music for big clubs or loud places. It’s 
better listening it with your partner or at some kind 
of nice, peaceful evening with your friends. Also, it is 
very convenient for seduction.

They released 15 albums, one “the Best of” compilation 
and one Live album. 
Human drama came to an end in 2005.
Anyway it’s nice to hear them if you are tired of 
electronic music or those songs with pointless texts!
Here’s chorus from song “Look at me now”  :
“…so don’t promise me 
anything I can not believe
Because I once did,
 and look at me now!...”
A little sad but nice song indeed!
Suzana Jezdimirović

HUMAN 
DRAMA

MUSIC
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RECOMMENDED BOOK

WHITE NINJA
by Eric Van Lustbader

I recently read so many books which I can 
recommend you but I chose one of my 
favourite books of all times – the “White Ninja” 

written by Eric Van Lustbader.
The main character is Nikola Lainir, half English 
half Orient, but master of martial arts. To 
complete the story you should read “Ninja” 
and “Miko” which also talk about the same guy 
and his exciting life. Anyhow, Nikola returns to 
Japan and fi nds out that his whole life including 
his company, his wife and also his body are not 
the same any more. During the book he realizes 
that the cause of that lies in tanjian, a dangerous 
man who wants to get revenge for something 
from their common past. So thrilling, full of 
action and erotic, richer than any other novel of 
this genre! A bit diffi  cult to read but if you are 
interested in Japanese culture, strong human 
psyche and beyond all that – priceless value of 
friendship, than this is the book for you! 
Suzana Jezdimirović
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EDUCATION 
TOWARDS 
SURVIVAL
A STORY OF NATIONAL PARKS

Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in 
the world. Within the growth, as well as any other 
product in its life cycle, tourism is going through 

various changes. There are changes in the profi le of the 
tourist demand and changes in the form of necessity of 
sustainable tourism of all industry including tourism. 
Sustainable tourism represents the basis for appearance of 
modern consumer profi les trends. The tourism consumers 
have been becoming ecologically aware and informed, and 
they want to become a part of tourism trends in that way, 
i.e. they dictate tourist trends in such a manner. One of the 
trends represents ecotourism whose main management 
strategy is sustainable tourism. Within ecotourism, 
as its segment, there are national parks. Sustainable 
development within national parks does not represent 
only the basic management strategy, but it also represents 
its source of existence.  The main reason for that is that 
national parks primarily serve environment protection, 
including fl ora and fauna and their ecosystems which are, 
ideally, intact.  Then the management system has to fi t in 
tourism into environment in national parks using the variety 
of existing practices or other new management methods 
so they can exist in symbiosis. That means that tourism 
not only should not harm the environment if managed in 
an appropriate manner, but it should serve as means of 
fi nancing of national parks without which, unfortunately, 
they would not exist. After having all these facts taken into 
consideration it can be concluded that all marketing and 
promotional components of national parks as a tourism 
product (should) operate through the prism of sustainable 
development. It makes them specifi c comparing to the 
general characteristics of mass commercial tourism which 
has shown very poor and often inadequate care for the 
environment. 
 Finally, since national parks base their management strategy 
on sustainability, they at the same time contribute towards 
sustainable development itself through preservation of 
environment and biodiversity of ecologically sensitive 
locations. Another means through which national parks 

can serve sustainability is education and interpretation, 
which spread the seed of care for environment and the 
planet all around the globe.
The conclusion for the future is as follows: For the purpose 
of better functioning of national parks, we should put into 
center of our attention development of national parks 
as a destination with the focus on visitor management 
systems. Next, we should focus more on better promotion, 
information and education of all stakeholders involved 
in national parks. Finally, we should fi nd better way to 
implement chosen model on a specifi c location. It requires 
broader spectrum of activities connected with tourist 
destination management, as well as a sound marketing 
concept.
As the basis we should have management on the 
macro level which will pass its infl uences consistently 
on all micro level layers. The future of the activities of 
government bodies and global organizations which deal 
with sustainability should lie in bringing regulations, 
setting standards, creating master and action plans, and 
through their implementation through the accreditation 
process in ecotourism and tourism generally; in fi nding 
ways to delegate appropriately profi t and multiplicative 
benefi ts issuing from tourism on micro levels on behalf of 
sustainable development. 
Also, the main cause of international cooperation and 
agreement in near future should be making clear, 
precise, detail action plans from which the spreading of 
ecological awareness would originate, which would bring 
about development and implementation of principles 
and practices of sustainable development in tourism 
generally.
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Tennis is sport that seriously caught our attention 
during these past two years. My question would be 
Why? What sort of change needed to occur to trans-
form us into a Tennis nation in such a short period of 
time?
As we all know, winning is essential for our attention 
span.
We don’t like to watch our players losing, no one 
does. This is at the same time the biggest problem. 

When sport faces a small-scale interest in public it 
must deal with a variety of problems. First of all, low 
interest means that the investments in that sport are, 
at its best, poor. In that situation it’s all in the hand of 
families that possess resources and strong will to en-
sure that their sons and daughters get quality train-
ers and equipment so they could make a progress.
Secondly, due to the lack of funds, organizations are 
faced with a shortage of quality trainers and training 
areas which leads to a demoralization of the afore-
mentioned families, and all those who love and train 
this sport.
The story continues… 
Nevertheless. persistence of few families led to a 
result that we all feel, see, hear and watch today. Mo-

tivated and fi nancially situated, they provided their 
children with necessary means to progress in those 
hard times,
 even if that meant that their children must train 
abroad.
Their effort (and effort of their children of course) 
led to the fact that tennis is now one of the most-
watched events in our country. In my opinion, they 
should have all the credits. Instead, all the fame is 
pointed to our fl ag, the fl ag that had little to do with 
it, the fl ag that didn’t really care for that sport…
I understand that all the glorifi cation through me-
dia is there to boost our morale, but I’m afraid it has 
gone to the wrong direction. The world does not 
remember fl ags, but the Names.

Even if the situation looks grim in my eyes, there is 
always a bright side.
This popularity will ensure investments, investments 
will ensure better terrains, trainers… But most im-
portant of all, starters will have a chance that many 
before them did not.

I just hope that this sport of fame will last long 
enough, for their sake…
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People, music, smiles, fl ags, blue gate, to
the host… Just like a well dressed lad
train came into our town. So many p

wanted to see that manifestation, to be a pa
so they could talk about it few years later.
In September 1908 at 4 a.m. people saw a lo
tive going through the blue gate... Music s
and everybody got a smiley face. Happines
felt in that moment was unbelievable. They
that they were going to be a part of histo
they also knew that that train was going to b
window to a better future. And really, so man
nesses, so many travelling opened a gate of
to Serbian people and the people of Valjev
picture of the king surrounded with fl utterin

FIRST TRAIN

IN VALJEVO
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gave impression of Valjevo being a part of world, a 
part of civilization. Everything was noted down… 
Reporters had an inspiring task and they did it in 
an excellent manner. It was a wonderful experience 
and every moment they described gives us a good 
perspective of those times. 
After the reception, guests and the host went into a 
hotel where a banquet was organized. So much fun 
no one could imagine… Military orchestra, wonder-
ful toast of the king, ministers and other respected 
people gave their contribution towards a greater 
importance of the occasion. They celebrated until 
morning and they had a very good reason for it. 
Now, 100 years later, we still use the railway, but of 
course, not the same trains. They are modernized, 

though they are still very slow just as the fi rst one 
was. Railway used to be important, but not the most 
important move we made. Also, it does not play 
the same role in our business today. We use other 
means of transport which are faster, more reliable 
and safer. 
This event along some others from that period make 
up a great part of our history and that is the way it 
is going to be. But we need to perceive everything 
that happens in the world and to be a part of it. We 
will always remember what kind of value railway 
had in the period of our growth and we pay hom-
age to everyone who helped this kind of transport 
come to Valjevo.
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My enthusiasm is so manifest that it’s diffi cult to stop myself from gushing praise. Without shame I will lower 
my guard and speak from the gut. There are so many great things about “The Dark Knight” that I don’t know 
where to start fi rst. To call it the best Batman movie ever seems like minor fl attery in relation to what else I 
want to say about it. All Batman fans must go see this, and see this as soon as possible. For those few out there 
who are not interested in Batman and think they prefer reading reviews about it rather than go out to see it, I 
say act the contrary: You must go! You’ll be surprised by its ambitions within no time and fl at-out astonished 
by the end. Summer blockbusters rarely aim to break the formula barriers. This one does and goes far beyond 
the call of what’s expected. I think the bar has just been raised

Radivojević Vladan
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When you walk through a storm 
Hold your head up high
And don’t be afraid of the dark.
At the end of the storm is a golden sky,
And the sweet silver song of a lark…
Walk on through the wind,
Walk on through the rain,
Tho’ your dreams be tossed and blown
Walk on, walk on…
With hope in your heart,
And you’ll never walk alone 
You’ll never walk alone…

YOU’LL NEVER 

WALK ALONE

POETRY
Nataša Đošić
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